
A n exercise in compromise, this kitchen renovation 
incorporates one partner’s nostalgia for the laid-back  
lived-in feel of his former house and the other’s desire for  

a clean, sparkling space that works for informal family meals and for 
entertaining. Hitting the mark, designer Andrew Waller created a 
space that pays homage to the room’s character while adding slick 
finishes and ample storage. “The husband and wife came to this 
project with really different needs, so the challenge was to put them 
on the same page,” he explains. 
Using African wenge on the cupboards, the warm and earthy  
tones of the dark floorboards and window frames come to the  
fore, softening the slick industrial finish of the stainless-steel 
splashback, benchtop and stove. Removing the pantry, the kitchen 
now boasts floor-to-ceiling storage and built-in cupboards. 

Balancing rich warm tones with sparkling new 
appliances, this kitchen stands the test of time
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african wenge crown 
cabinetry doors $xxx 
Splashback $xxx 
gessi ‘oxygene hi-tech’  
sink mixer $1888
wall clock $xxxx

 

total: $xxx
Designer: Andrew Waller of 
Mr. Waller; call 0422 992 676 
or visit www.mrwaller.com

we love THe kiTcHen’s seAMless coRneR UniT WHicH WoRks As A sMAll AppliAnce 
cUpboARd, All WiTH inTeRnAl ligHTing And A doUble poWeR poinT foR eAsy Access

“They’re both thrilled with the result,” says Andrew, “particularly 
the husband. He’s so proud that he’s quite protective over the space!”

lessons learned ...
1. Rethink the way space is used. “by removing the walk-in pantry and 
bricking up the original kitchen entry, we could add more cupboards 
and create a more natural flow into the space,” explains Andrew.
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respect your room’s original character  
combining classic materials such as wood and stainless steel, this kitchen’s 
striking but soothing scheme now harmonises with the rest of the home. The 
key to this stylish renovation is ensuring the new fittings reference the historic 
character of the building. “We salvaged the blackboard from the rubble and it 
now has pride of place on the kitchen wall,” says Andrew. The original chimney 
breast was retained but with a taller archway recess to house the new cookers. 
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before
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1. Wet zone  
Proving you can have style and substance, this room’s cutting 
edge new layout incorporates ‘wet zoning’. A cinch to clean, 
water can be splashed about, enabling the owners to give it a 
proper wipe down. Raising the floor and sloping it ever so 
slightly allows water to run straight into the trough which runs 
the full length of the room.

magicmakeovers

after

a clean start
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before

Taking style cues from boutique-hotel bathrooms, 
this light-filled space exudes luxury and serenity
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Looking into this sparkling spa-inspired bathroom, you’d never 
guess it spent its formative years as a semi-derelict, space 
constricted room that spoke more of communal living than  

it did of personal space and relaxation. Today, thanks to designer 
Andrew Waller, the owners enjoy an enviably elegant family 
bathroom, which boasts a freestanding bath, a rain and hand-held 
shower, floating vanity and recessed toilet, plus plenty of storage.

“The owners have a young daughter and needed a really adaptable 
space – a place that would serve as a retreat but was also easy to 
clean,” explains Andrew. The solution to the poky room was to 
capitalise on every spare inch of space. 

Colonising the foyer in front of the bathroom, Andrew extended 
the room’s length by almost a metre. His next trick was to swap the 
plumbing from one side of the room to the other. “Originally, the bath 
was a hazard. We flipped the room so the vanity and freestanding 
tub hug one wall and the toilet and storage unit hang along the 
other,” he says. The look remains streamlined while the eye is drawn 
to the window, helping to enhance the sense of space and light.

lessons learned ...
1. Expand the space in the bathroom by using oversized taupe  
tiles that ext end from floor to right up the wall. 
2. Formally bereft of sunlight, the room is now bathed in light, 
thanks to oversized mirror cabinets, window and frosted glass door.

we love THE WRAPAROund miRROREd CAbinET WHiCH REFlECTs AgAinsT THE RECEssEd 
nOOk On THE OPPOsiTE WAll, REvEAling An ARRAy OF ExquisiTE sCEnTs And lOTiOns

storage solutions
The ultimate weapon in small spaces, large mirrored  
cabinets conceal the clutter of daily life and bounce  
natural light around the small space. On the opposite  
wall, recessed storage keeps essentials close to hand.

sliding door
This room’s biggest hurdle is space and light. solving both problems 
is this toughened frosted glass door. Hanging from a stainless-steel 
rail, the door ensures privacy while allowing light to flow.

before
Medium-honed travertine  
tiles (400mm x 400mm)  
from $54/sqm
CaesarStone benchtop  
in linen $550/lineal metre  
(incl installation) 
Mirrored cabinetry $xxx
Villeroy & Boch ‘Subway’ toilet 

from $1173
Bette ‘Starlet Flair’ bath $5449 
Parisi ‘Box inset’ basin $605 
opaque glass door $xxx 

total: $xxxx
Designer: Andrew Waller of  
mr. Waller; call 0422 992 676  
or visit www.mrwaller.com 
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